
Martial Arts 521 

Chapter 521: Dead, Dead, Dead! 

The martial warriors were speechless. 

Couldn’t he see how dangerous the situation was? How could he be so relaxed and still ask for 

directions? 

Where did this idiot come from?? 

The person on top of the 8-star star beast frowned. 

What was wrong with these people? 

He was just asking for directions. Was it so hard to answer? 

This person was of course Wang Teng. He had just come back through the dimensional rift. He managed 

to find the coordinates of the Xingwu Continent through his spiritual pet contract with Little White. 

However, the coordinates were for the entire Xingwu Continent. It wasn’t the exact location where Little 

White was at. 

Thus, even though he was transported back by the space array, he couldn’t confirm where he would 

land. He wasn’t sure which corner of the Xingwu Continent he would be sent to. 

Naturally, the martial warriors didn’t know this. They just wanted to survive! 

Unfortunately, the six-eye poison spiders around them didn’t give them a chance to continue the 

conversation. They charged towards the martial warriors. 

The 8-star six-eye poison spider king below Wang Teng almost turned depressed. 

What are they doing? 

What the hell are they doing? 

Do they think that I have lived for too long? 

Don’t they know how frightening this person above me is? Fighting now is the same as seeking death! 

I knew that these bastards had no kind intentions. They want me dead so that they can change to a new 

king! 

Why are there always people who want to harm me? 

The six-eye poison spider broke down in despair. He felt that this batch of subordinates was so hard to 

handle. All of them wanted to usurp his throne. 

Damn it, damn it, damn it… 

It couldn’t care about its dignity as the king anymore due to its extreme fear. When you should admit 

defeat, do it! 



The six-eye poison spider shivered in fear. It immediately gave a weak screech as it begged for Wang 

Teng’s mercy. 

Boss, this has nothing to do with me! 

They did it on their own. Please don’t kill me! 

Wang Teng felt the six-eye poison spider’s fear below him. His expression turned a little strange. 

It hadn’t entered lord-level, but it was the king of this bunch of six-eye poison spiders. How could it be 

so timid? 

On the other side, the martial warriors were appalled. They executed all their skills and released all their 

Forces. Their retaliation was powerful. 

For a moment, all the six-eye poison spiders that pounced on them got thrown back. Green blood and 

broken limbs splattered everywhere. 

There were members in both teams that used guns. The sound of gunshots echoed through the swarm, 

and rune bullets enveloped a huge area. Holes formed in the bodies of the six-eye poison spiders. 

The other members were in charge of covering them. They killed the six-eye poison spiders that 

managed to dash out from the coverage of the gunfire. 

Their chemistry was amazing. As expected of a high-rank elite martial warrior team. 

They had obviously decided to give it their best. There were too many six-eye poison spiders around 

them. Two fists were no match for four hands. Besides, they had a limited number of rune bullets. They 

had already used up a lot of their reserves during their hunt for star beasts, so there wasn’t much left. 

They were running low on ammunition. 

The six-eye poison spiders were hard to deal with. Their spider webs were strong and there was mucus 

on it, which was extremely sticky and poisonous. Once it got stuck onto you, it would be difficult to 

remove. 

Hence, no martial warrior liked to meet this star beast. 

The martial warriors had black faces. They felt unlucky. 

As for Wang Teng, who suddenly appeared, they didn’t think that he would be of any help. His face was 

pale, and he looked weak. How could he be a general-stage formidable warrior? 

Wang Teng furrowed his brow when he saw this scene. He needed to ask those people for directions 

and news of this world. If they were killed by the six-eye poison spiders, he would need to search for 

other people. That would be even more troublesome. 

“Stop pretending to be dead. Ask them to stop!” Wang Teng kicked the six-eye poison spider below him 

and shouted angrily. 

“Screech!” The six-eye poison spider kind didn’t dare to disobey Wang Teng. It hurriedly screeched at 

the other six-eye poison spiders. 



But the other six-eye poison spiders were immersed in the killing. They didn’t want to listen to their 

king. 

There was more than one six-eye poison spider king. The other two 8-star six-eye poison spiders had the 

same status as this spider. 

They screeched angrily as they urged the six-eye poison spider below Wang Teng to stop lazing around 

and help them. 

The six-eye poison spider below Wang Teng got furious. It couldn’t command the spiders! 

Those bastards wanted it dead! 

As expected, it felt a frightening aura above it. That human must be infuriated. 

Dead, it was dead! 

Wang Teng looked at the situation and knew that the six-eye poison spider below him was of no help. 

He scolded it, “Useless!” 

The six-eye poison spider shrunk its neck and felt wronged, but it didn’t dare to retaliate. It was afraid 

that the human would step it to death in his anger. 

Wang Teng didn’t waste any time. He released his Imperial Realm spiritual power and covered the entire 

area. Then, he pressed it down. 

Boom! 

All the six-eye poison spiders felt an invisible force pushing them down. They couldn’t resist at all. 

Bang, bang, bang! 

All the six-eye poison spiders, including the other two 8-star six-eye poison spiders, lay flat on the 

ground. They were unable to withstand the huge pressure. 

Some weaker six-eye poison spiders even died on the spot. Their hard shell burst and green flood oozed 

out. 

A large patch of attribute bubbles appeared. Wang Teng scanned them and felt slightly shocked. He 

picked them up. 

Poison Force*10 

Poison Force*18 

Poison Web*1 

Poison Force*10 

Poison Force*32 

… 



These six-eye poison spiders were poison-element star beasts. Wang Teng received many poison Force 

attributes from them. 

After he picked up all the poison attributes, he received more than 500 points of poison Force in total. 

He also gained a poison Force skill, Poison Web! 

This skill… Wang Teng’s expression turned weird. 

Was he going to become spiderman? 

Fortunately, the spider webs wouldn’t form inside his body. The poison Force copied the traits of a 

poison web and congregated into poison webs. This was a useful skill. 

Wang Teng shook his head, finding it regretful. 

His poison Force was only at the 4-star soldier level. It was lagging too far behind. 

Poison Force: 850/2000 (4-star) 

He needed to raise it! 

He turned and looked at the six-eye poison spiders around him. A huge number of them hadn’t died. If 

he killed all of them, his poison Force could increase tremendously! 

At first, he just wanted to save those people. But this was a pleasant surprise. 

When he thought about this, his gaze turned dangerous instantly. The rest of the six-eye poison spiders 

trembled with fear. This human was so frightening! 

Suddenly, they felt a strong evil intention gushing towards them. All the six-eye poison spiders started 

shivering even more. 

The two teams of martial warriors were puzzled by this sudden change. 

What on earth was going on? 

Chapter 522: Calamity In Donghai! 

What on earth was going on? 

Wu Feiying and Guo Long looked at the six-eye poison spiders lying on the ground in confusion and 

disbelief. 

They believed they were going to die. From the circumstances, the only outcome was death. 

Yet, the situation took a turn. 

The question was, what happened to these six-eye poison spiders? 

A mass paralysis? 

Were they so lucky? 



While Wu Feiying and Guo Long were in a daze, Wang Teng acted again. He forced his spiritual power 

into the minds of these six-eye poison spiders violently. 

Spirit Penetration! 

His spiritual power turned into sharp thorns as they stabbed into their minds, destroying them in the 

process. 

The six-eye poison spiders that didn’t die were comparatively more powerful, but in front of Wang 

Teng’s Imperial Realm spiritual power, they didn’t have any chance of resisting. They died on the spot. 

Poison Force*65 

Poison Force*120 

Poison Force*80 

Poison Web*30 

Poison Force*210 

… 

Attribute bubbles floated out and got picked up by Wang Teng. 

The points in these attribute bubbles were more than the ones he collected before. It allowed Wang 

Teng’s poison Force to break through the 4-star soldier level and hit the 5-star soldier level. 

Poison Force: 250/300 (5-star) 

Wang Teng’s eyes lit up as he nodded silently. 

His five element Forces and his lightning Force had all reached the 9-star soldier level. Hence, it was 

much easier for him to increase his other Forces. 

Killing this bunch of six-eye poison spiders was one such example. In the past, he would have been hard-

pressed to deal with them. Now, it was a piece of cake. 

Look at Wu Feiying and Guo Long. They weren’t weak and had two teams with them, but they almost 

got massacred by the six-eye poison spiders. 

One could see how much of a problem these six-eye poison spiders were. 

Thus, it was understandable how Wang Teng’s poison Force rose by a level in such a short period. After 

all, his current ability was powerful! 

Of course, if someone found out about this, they would get a rude shock. 

Besides poison Force, Wang Teng also received the Poison Web skill. 

Poison Web: 30/300 (small achievement) 

His Poison Web skill climbed from the foundation to the small achievement stage. He was able to use it 

smoothly now. 



While Wang Teng was counting his gains, Wu Feiying and Guo Long suddenly realized that those six-eye 

poison spiders who managed to survive had died suddenly… 

Did they just die a sudden death? 

They exchanged glances with one another. There were many doubts in their minds. 

Were they honestly so lucky that all the six-eye poison spiders died together? That was impossible. 

Wu Feiying and Guo Long couldn’t tell what caused the deaths, but they weren’t stupid. Such an 

outrageous thing wouldn’t happen for no reason. 

They glanced at each other before looking at Wang Teng, who was standing on the only spider alive. 

“Mister, did you help us just now?” Wu Feiying asked cautiously. 

“Can you answer my question now?” Wang Teng didn’t reply to him. Instead, he smiled ambiguously at 

him and asked. 

Wu Feiying and Guo Long were stunned, but they understood the meaning behind his words. 

This young man was the one who acted! 

They had misjudged him! 

Astonishment flashed past their eyes. They cupped their fists at Wang Teng and thanked him. “Thank 

you for your help. This is the Dark Mist Forest. Are you familiar with this place?” 

“Dark Mist Forest!” Wang Teng was surprised. “So I’m here!” 

He didn’t expect such a coincidence. He was transported to the Dark Mist Forest that was nearest to 

Yong City. 

This was great. It would be easier for him to return to Earth. 

“Are you martial warriors from Earth?” noticing their attire, Wang Teng asked. 

“Yes. Are you from Earth too?” Wu Feiying nodded and asked him back. 

“What a coincidence. I’m an Earth martial warrior too.” Wang Teng smiled. 

The two leaders were astounded. Images of the different young talents flashed through their minds. 

However, they couldn’t recall someone who was so young and powerful! 

Since they were all Earth martial warriors, they became less vigilant and there was less estrangement 

between them. 

But they remembered the emergency call and decided not to waste any more time. They cupped their 

fists and said, “Mister, we just received an emergency call from Earth and are rushing back now. Maybe 

you can leave a name or contact so that we can repay you when we’re free?” 

“There’s no need for that. It was just like lifting a finger for me,” Wang Teng waved his hand and said 

nonchalantly. 



He received poison Force and a poison skill. These were unexpected gains. He didn’t wish for these 

people to repay him. 

Wu Feiying and Guo Long felt the corners of their lips twitching. 

A lift of a finger! 

This made them look useless! 

However, they didn’t dare to say it out loud. This person might seem young, but he was a real 

formidable warrior. He was mysterious and unpredictable, so it was better to keep quiet in case they 

provoked the other party. That would result in more losses than gains. 

“What is the emergency call you were talking about?” Wang Teng asked. 

“Something has happened on Earth!” Wu Feiying said with a grim expression. 

“Something has happened!” Wang Teng raised his eyebrows. “Is it serious?” 

“Yes. It must be a serious matter since the emergency call was used,” Wu Feiying nodded and replied. 

Wang Teng’s expression changed, his gaze flickering. He couldn’t think of what could have happened on 

Earth. 

Had the dark apparitions appeared already? 

No matter what, Earth was his home. His parents were there. If anything happened, he would be filled 

with regret. 

Sigh! He was destined to be a workaholic! 

He had just escaped from the dimensional rift, yet he needed to rush back to Earth before he could take 

a break. 

There was a vibration beneath his feet as he killed the only six-eye poison spider king below him. He 

picked up the attribute bubbles it dropped. 

Poison Force*185 

Poison Web*40 

… 

Then, he swept the area with his spiritual power and kept all the corpses of the six-eye poison spiders in 

his space ring. 

Wu Feiying and Guo Long felt the muscles on their faces twitching. The powerful 8-star star beast was 

stepped to death by him so easily! 

It was unbelievable! 

But the last doubt in their hearts disappeared too. With his powerful ability, it was possible for him to 

kill all the six-eye poison spiders silently. 



Furthermore, normal martial warriors like them wouldn’t be able to predict the skills of a formidable 

warrior. 

At this moment, Wang Teng rose into the air and looked at the other martial warriors. He frowned and 

said, “I’ll make a move first. You can go back to Yong City yourselves.” 

He didn’t wait for Wu Feiying and the others’ reply. He turned into a ray of light and flew out of the Dark 

Mist Forest. His speed was so fast he disappeared in a blink of an eye. 

The other martial warriors were flabbergasted and speechless. 

After a long time, someone finally opened his mouth. “Where did this formidable warrior come from? 

I’ve never heard of him in the past.” 

“He’s too young. He seemed to be around 20 years old!” 

“Do you think he has reached… the general stage?” 

“General stage? That’s impossible.” 

The two teams discussed in low voices. They were extremely curious about Wang Teng’s ability. 

“Leader, do you think he’s a general-stage formidable warrior?” someone asked Wu Feiying. 

“I’m not sure. Those six-eye poison spiders weren’t enough to let him execute his full potential. Except 

for general-stage formidable warriors, only a small portion of powerful 9-star soldier-level martial 

warriors are able to kill them so easily. After all, there are people who are able to jump levels and kill 

general-stage formidable warriors,” Wu Feiying replied. 

“Even so, he’s very strong. This young man isn’t a normal martial warrior!” Guo Long said. 

“Alright, there’s no point in us making guesses here. Let’s hurry back to Earth. We might meet him 

again,” Wu Feiying said. 

“You’re right.” Guo Long nodded. 

The two teams stopped wasting time. They tidied themselves up a little before rushing back to Yong City 

where the dimensional rift was. 

… 

Earth, Donghai! 

An unprecedented danger was sweeping across this modern city built on iron and steel. 

Donghai was close to the sea. At this moment, a storm was wreaking havoc on the surface of the sea. 

Dark clouds covered the sky, and tumultuous waves smashed into the shore. 

From afar, one could see hideous sea beasts emerging from the sea and swarming towards Donghai. 

There were a large number of them. It was exceptionally terrifying. 

This was… a sea beasts’ riot! 



Ever since Earth underwent mutation, the forest and the sea had become areas the humans paid special 

attention to. There were too many wild creatures there. If all of them mutated together and a riot 

occurred, the consequences would be extremely serious. 

Hence, humans had placed all sorts of devices to monitor all the forests and seas. 

However, there would always be areas they couldn’t supervise. The sea was unpredictable and had 

always been an area the humans couldn’t control entirely. 

Especially the deep sea. Even with the current technology and rune methods, they couldn’t monitor that 

area. 

Hence, by the time the humans noticed the sea riot, it was too late. 

In the vast east sea, numerous sea beasts landed on the shore and started launching their attacks on 

Donghai. 

The air raid warning of Donghai was activated. All the normal citizens were brought to the underground 

shelters for refuge. Countless soldiers and martial warriors rushed to the frontline to defend against the 

sea creatures’ attack. 

Reinforcements from all over the country were sent to Donghai. There were many formidable warriors 

among them. 

Jixin, Leiting, and Bailian, the top three martial arts academies, gathered their martial warriors who were 

away and called them back urgently to reinforce Donghai. 

At this moment, the entire Donghai had turned into a battlefield. Numerous large sea beasts had 

invaded the land and destroyed the city. Damaged buildings were left behind on their path. The human 

martial warriors were trying to force them back to the sea. 

Explosions echoed all over the sea as cannons were fired to stop the sea beasts from landing on the 

shore. 

However, there were too many sea beasts. Batch after batch surged out of the deep sea and swarmed 

towards Donghai crazily, breaking down the defense lines of the humans. 

Jixin Martial House was situated near the sea, so it was the first to bear the brunt. 

At this moment, on the roof of Jixin Martial House, the president of Jixin, Ye Jixin, the principal of the 

Donghai branch, Fu Tiandao, the president of the martial arts association, Qin Hanxuan, and even Dan 

Taixuan and the chief commander of Crimson Tiger Troop, Xiao Nanfeng, were present. They looked at 

the sea beasts charging towards them ruthlessly. 

“The situation isn’t good. There are lord-level sea beasts. If they don’t act, we can only wait for them 

without doing anything,” Ye Jixin frowned and said. 

“Why did these sea beasts suddenly attack the human world? This is baffling,” Qin Hanxuan said. 

“Didn’t we predict this?” Xiao Nanfeng replied expressionlessly. 



Everyone turned silent. Indeed, in the past, humans had predicted that the impact of the Force on Earth 

would grow greater and greater. One day, when the wild star beasts were powerful enough, they would 

attack the humans. However, no one expected this day to arrive so quickly and suddenly. 

The humans had used all kinds of methods to stop the wild star beasts, but they couldn’t destroy them 

entirely. If that happened, the star beasts would resist even before they grew stronger. No creatures 

were willing to go extinct. 

It was possible to predict the future for certain matters, but it was impossible to stop it from happening 

entirely! 

The star beasts needed time and so did the humans! 

“I wish that Wang Teng was here. With his rune mastery, he would have been more useful than the 

normal general-stage martial warriors!” Dan Taixuan said with pity. There was a hint of worry in her 

eyes. 

“Him!” Ye Jixin’s eyes shimmered too. He felt emotional. 

The young man he had high hopes for had grown to such a level in a blink of an eye. It was exaggerating! 

Fu Tiandao and Qin Hanxuan glanced at each other. A young figure appeared in their minds, and their 

gazes turned complicated. 

They had heard of the battle in Star Maple City. 

Mind you, the current Wang Teng had already surpassed them. In the past, this young man was still a 

junior they had to take care of. Now, he was standing at a much higher position. 

Major General! 

The military had given this title to him. As long as he could come back, he would be the youngest major 

general in the country! 

A normal person wouldn’t have heard of this news but with their status, they got to know of it a long 

time ago. 

What a pity! 

Xiao Nanfeng’s gaze flickered. He remembered the grudges he had against Wang Teng. Thinking of the 

young man’s current achievements, he felt bitter. 

In the past, he thought that Wang Teng was a junior like his disciple. Yet, he caught up with him and 

could even talk to him on even ground now. Anyone would find it hard to accept. 

Furthermore, they had grudges! 

“Can’t the other runemasters build a powerful offensive array?” Xiao Nanfeng asked. 

“They’re having a difficult time holding up the defense array. They don’t have the energy to create 

another offensive array.” Dan Taixuan shook her head. 



“I heard that Wang Teng is stuck in the Darkland. No one knows if he’s dead or alive. I’m afraid we can’t 

rely on him.” Ye Jixin sighed. 

Dan Taixuan sighed. “It’s fortunate if he can come back alive.” 

… 

Wang Shengguo, Li Xiumei, and the other members of the Wang family were gathered together in an 

underground shelter. They were observing the situation outside through a video stream. Everyone 

seemed worried and grave. 

Grandpa Wang looked at the buildings that had turned into ruins. There was sorrow in his eyes as he 

sighed. “Donghai is finished!” 

“Dad, we must believe in our country. We will overcome this crisis. We can rebuild Donghai in the 

future,” Wang Shenghong said. 

“It’s difficult!” Grandpa Wang glanced at him and shook his head. “After this sea beast riot, Donghai is 

no longer safe. Many people aren’t willing to stay here anymore. Without people, how can we rebuild 

the city?” 

Wang Shenghong didn’t know what to say. 

Grandpa Wang looked at Wang Shengguo and asked in a tired tone, “Is there news of my dear 

grandson?” 

“No.” Wang Shengguo and Li Xiumei were filled with worry as they shook their heads. 

“Major general! Major general! If my grandson doesn’t come back, why does our family need the title of 

a major general?” Grandpa Wang knocked his cane heavily on the ground as he spoke in anger. 

Chapter 523: Reappearance Of Zhenli Clan! 

As Donghai was in danger, Wang Teng was soaring through the sky. He raised his speed to the maximum 

and rushed to Yong City within the shortest time possible. He didn’t take any breaks along the way. 

He had a bad premonition in his heart. When he got closer to Yong City, the bad feeling grew stronger. 

This situation rarely occurred to Wang Teng, but at this moment, he honestly felt uneasy. 

The familiar city was within reach ahead of him! 

The dimensional rifts linking Donghai and Xingwu Continent were situated within the city. This was the 

first city Wang Teng came to when he arrived in Xingwu Continent. Hence, the familiar feeling was 

extremely strong. 

He had stayed in the dimensional rift for too long, so he felt a little emotional when he came back to this 

familiar place. 

However, this wasn’t the time to reminisce about the past. Wang Teng floated down at the city gates 

and was about to step into Yong City. Suddenly, he noticed something amiss. 

It’s too quiet! Wang Teng couldn’t help but frown. 



As an important city linking two worlds, many martial warriors visited this city on normal days. There 

were also many merchants littered along the streets. The traffic volume here was huge. Even at night, 

this place was brightly lit up like a city that never slept. 

But today, it was eerily silent. 

Wang Teng’s gaze shone brightly, and he slowly closed his eyes. His vast and endless spiritual power 

spread out from his forehead and swept towards Yong City. 

After some time, he opened his eyes abruptly. There was a sharp glint in them. 

Did something really happen? Even Yong City has been affected! Wang Teng muttered in his heart. Then, 

his figure slowly disappeared on the spot as if he had never been there. 

Shadow Merging Secret Skill! 

He merged into the shadows and quickly sneaked into Yong City. 

The streets in the city were empty. There was no one walking outside. Instead, there were many signs of 

fighting. All the buildings were destroyed by Force, and there were sword and blade marks everywhere. 

It was obvious that before he came, an intense battle had occurred here. 

“I wonder what happened.” 

Wang Teng moved his feet and ran towards the Force tower in the middle of the city. The dimensional 

rift was situated in this Force tower. 

Wang Teng wasn’t sure, but he could confirm that he would get an answer there. 

… 

At this moment, strong killing intent could be felt outside the Force tower. Two groups of people were 

confronting each other. 

There were signs of fighting all around them. The ground was covered with blood, looking tragic. 

However, the battle hadn’t ended. They were currently at a standstill. 

One side was led by Li Hei from Jixin Martial House. General Shen from Yong City was there too. 

The other side consisted of a bunch of unfamiliar martial warriors. They were extremely powerful. From 

their auras, they were all at the 8-star soldier level and above. Many of them were even at the 9-star 

soldier level. Among them, two people’s auras exceeded this limit. 

They were at… the general stage! 

“Zhenli Clan, how dare you lay your eyes on the dimensional rift? Aren’t you afraid of getting wiped 

out?” General Shen glared at the unfamiliar martial warriors opposite him with his sword in his hand. 

“Wiped out?” A sinister-looking middle-aged man wearing a long black gown sneered. “Haha, Earth is 

busy protecting itself. Do you think they have the time to care about you?” 



“There’s a sea beast riot in Donghai, and coincidentally, y’all are here. Does it have anything to do with 

you?” Li Hei’s pupils constricted as he spoke abruptly. 

“Haha, as expected of a reputable figure. Your mind is fast. You managed to guess it.” Another man with 

a scar on his left eyebrow and wearing a black gown opened his mouth. 

The two men who spoke were the general-stage martial warriors of the Zhenli Clan. 

“What? It’s you?” General Shen was dumbstruck when he heard this. His eyes turned blood-red. 

“Bastard, you caused the sea beast riot? Do you know how much loss Donghai will suffer and how many 

martial warriors will die? How can you call yourself a human when you disregard human lives like this?” 

“Hmph, for the great goals of the Zhenli Clan, these sacrifices are nothing.” The sinister-looking man 

snorted. “What’s more, in this martial arts era, normal people without talent should die. We should 

gather the resources if we want to groom more formidable martial warriors.” 

“Maniacs! Maniacs! You are a bunch of maniacs!” General Shen trembled in anger when he heard the 

other party’s crooked and evil reasoning. 

“Petty kindness!” The general-stage martial warrior with a scar on his left eyebrow scoffed. “This is a 

different era. Troubled times call for strict methods. That is the only way we can welcome a new era. 

One day, you will realize that we are right!” 

“Liao Cha, let’s not bullshit with them anymore. They don’t want to submit themselves to us, so we will 

kill them all!” the sinister-looking man said viciously. 

“Kill!” Liao Cha nodded and waved his hand. The Zhenli clansmen behind him charged towards General 

Shen and his men. 

General Shen’s expression turned ugly. He said in a stern voice, “Everyone, nothing can happen to the 

dimensional rift. Even if we die, we mustn’t give it to the Zhenli Clan!” 

“General Shen, there’s no need to speak further. We guard the Xingwu Continent, so we have the 

responsibility of guarding the dimensional rift as well. If these Zhenli clansmen want to control the 

dimensional rift, they need to step over my dead body first.” Li Hei scoffed. 

“That’s right. Death is nothing. I’m not afraid of even dark apparitions, so what are these Zhenli 

clansmen?” 

“Kill!” 

… 

As they spoke, they charged towards the Zhenli clansmen without any hesitation. 

The two sides collided, and loud explosions erupted instantly. Cries of killing resounded in the entire 

area. 

“Dominance Blade Li Hei, I heard that you once jumped level and killed a general-stage martial warrior. 

Let me take you on.” The sinister-looking man smiled and slashed his battle blade at Li Hei. 



“Try me!” Li Hei’s expression was cold. A powerful aura exploded from his body. His force of presence 

rose continuously until it reached the peak of the 9-star soldier level. His bent and weary back gradually 

straightened. 

With a black battle blade in his hand, he pounced on his opponent. 

The black battle blade swung in the air, releasing a sharp blade glow. It gave off a domineering aura. The 

general-stage martial warrior opposite him didn’t evade the attack, though. He received it head-on. 

“Kill!” 

The sinister-looking man’s expression changed slightly. He had long heard that Li Hei suffered serious 

injuries during a battle in the past and retreated from the action ever since. Now, only a small 

percentage of his ability remained, so it should be easy to kill him. 

However, from the looks of it, his strength was close to his peak. Indeed, he had the ability to kill a 

general-stage warrior. 

On the other side, General Shen and the general-stage Zhenli clansman called Liao Cha started fighting. 

Force spread out and knocked back the martial warriors around them. 

The other martial warriors were battling with one another too. The Zhenli clansmen were crazy. They 

rushed forward without any fear of dying. 

The martial warriors guarding the dimensional rift remained firm in their decision. They didn’t back 

down. 

Within a short moment, many martial warriors fell, their red blood staining the ground. The scene was 

miserable. 

Boom! 

Suddenly, a figure smashed onto the ground, forming a large hole. Dust filled up the air. 

“You’re indeed a spent force. All you have is a crippled body! How can you fight with me!” The sinister-

looking man stepped on the air as he looked down at Li Hei mockingly. Li Hei was vomiting blood one 

mouthful after another. 

Chapter 524: Uncle Hei, This Isn’t Like You! 

“Cough, cough!” 

Li Hei pushed himself up from the deep hole, blood dripping down the edge of his lips. His expression 

was dim and desolate! 

Looking up at the sinister-looking man in the sky, he felt frustrated, but he could only sigh in his heart. 

Sigh! 

He was getting old! 

“Old Hei!” 



General Shen’s expression changed when he saw the situation here. 

“Where are you looking?” Liao Cha’s cold voice sounded beside his ear as a golden sword ray shrouded 

General Shen. 

General Shen squinted and immediately retreated. 

Slash! 

However, a few sword rays still slashed his clothes, leaving behind bloody wounds on his body. 

General Shen glanced at the wounds, and his expression clouded over. He felt grave. 

Li Hei was already defeated, but he didn’t have a high chance of winning either. Would Yong City really 

land in the hands of the Zhenli Clan? 

If that was the result, he would be a sinner! 

The next moment, General Shen’s gaze turned vicious. The aura on him surged violently, and his power 

was forcefully pushed up a level. With his face turning red, green veins popped out beneath his skin. At 

the same time, steam rose from his head. He had used some method to forcefully increase his strength. 

Liao Cha’s gaze turned serious. 

“I will come and help you after I kill Li Hei!” The sinister-looking man glanced at his partner before 

dashing towards Li Hei. 

“Old Hei, run!” General Shen shouted in anger. He wanted to reinforce Li Hei. 

“Take care of yourself first.” Liao Cha didn’t let him go. Sword glow exploded and cut off his path of 

retreat. 

“Die!” 

On the other side, the sinister-looking man appeared in front of Li Hei. His gaze was cold as he slashed 

his sword down. 

“I didn’t expect to die in the hands of a human!” Li Hei didn’t close his eyes. He stared directly at the 

blade glow as it came down on him. There was no fear in him, only regret and exasperation. 

He regretted not being able to die on the battlefield. 

He was exasperated because he couldn’t kill dark apparitions anymore. 

In that instant, the scenes of his past battles appeared in his mind. At that time, he was filled with 

aspirations and determination. Now… everything was gone! 

“Old Hei!” General Shen’s eyes almost popped out in anger. 

Boom! 

Force exploded. A frightening aura swept through the area. 

Li Hei didn’t die. Instead, the sinister-looking man in front of him was thrown back. 



“Who is it?” 

The sinister-looking man’s expression turned ugly. He was thrown back by a powerful force before he 

could see who it was. He found this unbelievable. 

“The man who will kill you!” A cold voice suddenly sounded above his head. An instant later, a glaring 

blade glow erupted! 

Boom! 

The sinister-looking man’s pupils constricted into needle points. He was submerged by the frightening 

flaming blade ray. 

Along with an agonizing scream, the sinister-looking man’s body was chopped into two, falling to the 

ground lifelessly. Flesh blood spurted everywhere. 

The sinister-looking man was chopped at his waist, but he didn’t die right away. His eyes widened in 

surprise as he looked at the young man gradually appearing above him. There was disbelief on his pale 

face. 

“How is that possible!” 

Wang Teng’s face was expressionless. He held Mo Que and stabbed it right into the other party’s heart. 

He didn’t waste any time on his opponent. 

The sinister-looking man was filled with frustration. 

He was supposed to be the winner, but he died in the end. Why… 

His vision turned black. He couldn’t accept his death! 

Everyone turned eerily silent, including Li Hei, General Shen, and Liao Cha… All of them looked at the 

young man who had suddenly appeared at the scene. They were shocked. 

“Who on earth is this? He’s so strong!” Liao Cha’s gaze flickered, feeling afraid. 

“Wang Teng!” Li Hei shouted with uncertainty. 

“Uncle Hei, this isn’t like you. Why are you in such a bad state?” Wang Teng walked towards Li Hei and 

pulled him up. 

“It’s really you. You…” There was a strange glint in Li Hei’s eyes. Although he was filled with doubt, he 

didn’t say anything. 

“Uncle Hei, I’ll get rid of these rats from the Zhenli Clan first,” Wang Teng said. 

“Rats? Young man, you’re too arrogant!” Liao Cha was triggered. His face turned black. 

The Zhenli Clan claimed that they had grasped the truth, so they were above everyone else. They looked 

down on ordinary people and normal martial warriors. Yet, Wang Teng called them rats! 

Wang Teng glanced at him. He pointed Mo Que at the ground. 

General Shen recognized Wang Teng too. He was astounded and puzzled, but most of all, he was elated. 



His strength was unexpected. He had killed a general-stage Zhenli clansman the moment he appeared. 

This was appalling. However, it was a good result. 

Now, there was only one general-stage Zhenli clansman left. If he collaborated with Wang Teng, they 

would definitely be able to kill him. 

“Wang Teng, let’s work together. We mustn’t let these Zhenli clansmen escape so easily,” General Shen 

said. 

Wang Teng didn’t say anything. He just nodded. 

Realizing the situation, Liao Cha’s expression changed. He turned and escaped into the sky. 

There was a chance of him succeeding if there was one general-stage martial warrior, but with two 

general-stage martial warriors as his opponents, he would be seeking death if he stayed here. 

“Stop him!” General Shen stomped his feet and turned into lingering shadows as he chased after Liao 

Cha. 

Unfortunately, Liao Cha had increased his speed tremendously and left without any hesitation. His 

speed was astonishing. 

Wang Teng snorted. He shifted his body and disappeared on the spot. 

Li Hei’s eyes popped out in surprise. Wang Teng had vanished before he could see what happened. His 

speed and footwork were amazing. 

Liao Cha was confident about his speed. When he noticed that General Shen couldn’t catch up with him, 

he heaved a sigh of relief in his head. Scanning his surroundings again, he realized that he had lost sight 

of the young man. His heart skipped a beat. 

Damn it, where did this monster come from? Liao Cha cursed in his heart. His speed increased a little 

more. 

At this moment, the space in front of him distorted, and Wang Teng’s figure appeared out of nowhere. 

He slashed his blade at him. 

“Die!” 

“Move!” Liao Cha squinted and bellowed in anger. He waved his battle sword and wanted to force Wang 

Teng away. 

“Big Dipper Flaming Blade!” 

“Massacre Blade Conscious!” 

Wang Teng didn’t show any mercy. He released his sky-rank battle technique, as well as his massacre 

blade conscious. 

His strength had increased exponentially from the past. With his 9-star soldier-level ability, he was able 

to jump levels and kill a 10-star general-stage martial warrior. 

Waves of massacre blade conscious invaded his enemy’s head. 



Liao Cha saw a hill of corpses swarming towards him. He was bewildered, his gaze filled with fear. By the 

time he regained his senses, the flaming blade glow had already landed on him. 

“Ah…” 

A shrill cry resounded in the air. Liao Cha was killed by the blade glow. His body smashed onto the 

ground. 

The scene turned dead silent. 

General Shen looked at Wang Teng as if he was seeing a ghost or a monster. 

What happened to their collaboration? 

In the end, you killed the enemy yourself! 

And all you took was one move. You killed a general-stage martial warrior in one move! 

How was he supposed to feel? 

General Shen highly suspected that his general-stage ability was fake. 

At first, he thought that Wang Teng had succeeded in killing the first general-stage warrior easily 

because it was a sneak attack. 

But now, it was a face-to-face fight, yet he still killed his enemy easily. 

How powerful was Wang Teng now? 

Chapter 525: In Summary… Rubbish! 

Everyone at the plaza in front of the Force tower was dead silent. One could hear the sound of a pin 

dropping. 

General Shen wasn’t the only one in disbelief. Even Li Hei, who was quite familiar with Wang Teng, was 

staring at him with wide eyes. He didn’t know what expression he should give. 

Was this brat really the Wang Teng he knew? 

It had only been a while. How did he become so strong?? 

Back then, when Wang Teng and Tiger Warrior Team were being chased by the Crimson Tiger Troop, he 

was in a miserable state. He could still remember vividly that he was a little runt that needed his senior’s 

protection. 

As it turned out, that little runt suddenly became strong, to the extent where he could now protect his 

seniors. 

It felt unreal, but there was a sense of comfort and relief that surfaced in his heart. 

They were old now, but a new generation of martial warriors had grown up. 

While the others from the younger generation might not be able to reach Wang Teng’s absurd level, 

they were still growing. Sooner or later, they would be able to stand by themselves. 



And Wang Teng, who was in front of him, stood out among the crowd. 

This man would be the best of his generation! 

… 

“The two red-gown guardians have… died!” 

The martial warriors of the Zhenli Clan were engulfed in panic. They looked at the young man in horror. 

No matter how crazy they were, when facing someone so much more powerful than them, it was 

normal to feel cowardly! 

Fear was a basic instinct of every living thing, and they were not an exception. 

“Run!” 

“Run!!” 

No one knew who shouted it. However, the Zhenli clansmen immediately scattered hurriedly. Everyone 

fled in face of the looming danger. 

These martial warriors were all at least at the 8-star soldier level. Though when facing a general-stage 

warrior, they did not even think of trying to resist. 

Especially when they personally saw how Wang Teng had slaughtered two arrogant and formidable 

general-stage Zhenli clansmen in an instant. They felt extremely frightened. 

What was the point of fighting with a monster like him! 

General Shen and Li Hei were stunned. 

These Zhenli clansmen ran away suddenly without giving a single warning. 

Pfft, shameless! 

A hideous expression appeared on General Shen’s refined-looking face. Did they think that they could 

escape so easily after killing so many people? 

“Kill!” 

Actually, there was no need for General Shen to open his mouth. The other martial warriors had already 

dashed out to chase after the Zhenli clansmen running away in all directions. 

General Shen soared into the sky and knocked the Zhenli clansmen in the air. 

To general-stage martial warriors, soldier-level martial warriors were like ants. The remaining Zhenli 

clansmen had no chance of retaliating at all. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Bodies slammed onto the ground one by one, cracking the granite pavement and creating many deep 

holes. 



General Shen and the Earth martial warriors hated the Zhenli clansmen to their bones. Hence, they 

didn’t show any mercy. 

Wang Teng didn’t move. He glanced at his surroundings and picked up the attribute bubbles scattered 

around him. 

Metal Force*760 

Advanced Stage Metal Talent*215 

Spiritual Realm Enlightenment*165 

Spiritual Realm Enlightenment*180 

… 

Earth Force*830 

Advanced Stage Earth Talent*220 

Spiritual Realm Enlightenment*155 

Spiritual Realm Enlightenment*158 

… 

All these attribute bubbles came from the two general-stage formidable warriors from the Zhenli Clan. 

Wang Teng picked them up first while frowning uncontrollably. 

So little! He wondered to himself. 

Mind you, when he picked up the attribute bubbles belonging to general-stage martial warriors during 

the battle in Star Maple City, the Force bubbles alone contained a few thousand points. Yet, these two 

general-stage Zhenli clansmen could only give him a few hundred points of Force attributes. 

He didn’t even want to talk about talents, spirit, and enlightenment. They were negligible. 

Also, there weren’t any battle techniques or scriptures. His gains were limited. 

In summary… it was rubbish! 

Wang Teng’s heart was filled with contempt. 

If the two general-stage Zhenli clansmen knew what Wang Teng was thinking, they might jump up and 

put up a desperate fight with him. 

Not only did he kill them in a split second, but he also insulted them and said that they were rubbish. 

This was outrageous! 

They must be the most frustrated general-stage martial warriors who died! 

Wang Teng didn’t care about the two dead people. Trash was trash. Even the attributes they dropped 

were fewer than others. He shook his head and looked at the other attribute bubbles. He continued 

picking them up. 



Water Force*150 

Wood Force*190 

Spirit*120 

Fire Force*170 

Enlightenment*60 

Earth Force*210 

… 

The attribute bubbles merged into Wang Teng’s body and raised all his Forces quickly. His spirit and 

enlightenment attributes also saw a slight improvement. 

Currently, his basic five element Forces had reached the 9-star soldier level, and they were near the 

peak. He wasn’t far from the 10-star general stage. He believed that very soon, he would be able to 

reach that stage. 

General Shen landed on the ground after catching all the Zhenli clansmen. They were either dead or 

injured. No one managed to escape. 

General Shen was giving off a malicious intent as he threw an unconscious evil clansman on the ground. 

Then, he walked over. 

“Wang Teng, you have single-handedly won us the battle.” He kept his malicious aura as he spoke to 

Wang Teng. 

“General Shen, you’re too kind. It’s not a big deal.” Wang Teng shook his head. 

“I didn’t expect you to grow so fast. It’s only been a while since we last met.” General Shen sized up 

Wang Teng carefully only to realize that he couldn’t see through him no matter how hard he tried. He 

was amazed. 

“I was just lucky.” Wang Teng gave a polite smile. Then, he looked at Li Hei and asked in concern, “Uncle 

Hei, are you alright?” 

“I’m getting old, but I won’t die so easily.” Li Hei gave a handsome smile. He asked curiously, “I heard 

that you fell into the Darkland. How did you end up here?” 

“It’s a long story, but I managed to escape,” Wang Teng replied. 

“That’s good, that’s good.” Although Wang Teng spoke lightheartedly, Li Hei could guess that the 

process was tough and arduous. Normal people wouldn’t be able to imagine what he had gone through. 

After all, until today, no one had ever come back alive after going to the Darkland. 

Wang Teng’s trip was a magnificent feat. 



Most importantly, the humans had no idea what the Darkland was like. Wang Teng might be able to 

provide them with useful information now that he was back. This was a huge piece of good news for the 

humans. 

A strange gaze flashed past General Shen’s eyes as he listened to their conversation. 

Wang Teng was an extraordinary man who had achieved an extraordinary feat. He managed to come 

back alive from the Darkland. This wasn’t easy. 

No wonder he possessed such strong power. If he didn’t, he wouldn’t be able to protect himself until his 

return. 

General Shen wasn’t confident that he could come back alive after going to the Darkland. It was highly 

possible that he would die there. 

Swoosh, swoosh, swoosh. 

Suddenly, the sound of the air bursting was heard. 

General Shen and Wang Teng instantly looked in the direction of the sound. 

A few figures were rushing over at high speed. They landed in front of Wang Teng and the others. 

“General Shen, Uncle Hei!” The group heaved a sigh of relief when they saw General Shen and the 

others. They immediately came forward to greet them. 

“Wu Feiying, you must have rushed back because you received the emergency call,” Li Hei said with a 

sharp glint. 

Chapter 526: The Young Figure On The Battlefield 

Wang Teng was slightly stunned when he saw these people. They were the two teams of martial 

warriors he had saved in the Dark Mist Forest. He didn’t expect them to catch up with him after his 

delay. 

Besides Wu Feiying and Guo Long’s teams, the other martial warriors were hurrying over too. Some 

were still on the way but some had already reached Yong City. 

Hearing Li Hei’s question, Wu Feiying nodded grimly. “Yes, Uncle Hei. We rushed back immediately the 

moment we received the emergency call. What on earth happened? And this…” 

He glanced around as he spoke. From the current situation, it wasn’t hard to tell that an intense battle 

had occurred moments ago. 

“This is the work of the Zhenli clansmen. They wanted to control the dimensional rift.” Wu Feiying and 

his team were quite strong, so Li Hei gave them more attention. He explained, “Fortunately, Wang Teng 

arrived in time and killed two general-stage martial warriors of the Zhenli Clan. If not, the consequences 

would have been unbearable.” 

“Wang Teng!” Wu Feiying and the others found this name familiar, but they couldn’t recall him. 

They followed Li Hei’s gaze and saw the young man standing beside him. They were stunned. 



“It’s him!” Wu Feiying immediately recognized Wu Feiying. 

“Wait, he killed two general-stage martial warriors!” 

Everyone finally reacted. They were flabbergasted and bewildered. 

This young man could kill general-stage martial warriors! 

They did guess that he was powerful, but they didn’t expect him to have reached this stage. 

“Do you know each other?” Li Hei asked in surprise when he saw their reaction. 

Wu Feiying and the others immediately told him what had happened. At the same time, he gave Wang 

Teng a grateful look again. 

“It looks like y’all are fated. Speaking about it, Wang Teng is part of our Jixin Martial House,” Li Hei said. 

“Old Hei, let’s recount the old days later. Donghai’s situation isn’t optimistic. All the martial warrior 

teams are coming back now. We should let them reinforce Donghai immediately,” General Shen 

interrupted them. 

“That’s right. Donghai is suffering a sea beast riot, and they need martial warriors urgently. Reinforce 

them quickly,” Li Hei remembered the situation and said with a grave expression. 

“A sea beast riot!” The expressions of the martial warriors changed, feeling appalled. “How did that 

happen?” 

“It’s the Zhenli Clan’s scheme!” General Shen replied furiously. 

“Zhenli Clan! Those evil clansmen deserve to die!” The martial warriors gritted their teeth, their faces 

filled with anger. 

Wang Teng was dumbfounded when he heard this. He turned and dashed into the dimensional rift 

inside the Force tower without saying another word. 

A sea beast riot! 

Why must it happen in Donghai? 

His parents, his family, his friends… they were all there! How were they now? 

He hoped that nothing had happened to them! 

Wang Teng silently prayed for them. He turned serious and increased his speed, wishing that he could 

rush to Donghai immediately. 

Li Hei and the others saw a lingering shadow flashing past them. Wang Teng had disappeared. They 

exchanged glances with one another and were dumbfounded. 

What a fast speed! 

“Time is tight. You should hurry too,” General Shen said. 



Wu Feiying and the others didn’t dare waste any time. They immediately rushed to the Force tower. 

They were Donghai citizens, so their friends and families were in Donghai too. They were more worried 

than anyone else. 

General Shen and Li Hei looked at their back views as they disappeared while praying in their hearts. 

Please protect Donghai! 

Everyone, we are relying on you! 

… 

Donghai. 

The battle between the humans and the sea beasts was tragic. Ferocious sea beasts emerged from the 

sea without an end and charged to the shore. There was a huge army of them. It was terrifying. 

Some sea beasts were huge and the aura they possessed was frightening. As they entered Donghai, the 

ground beneath their feet cracked and the buildings around them collapsed. There was chaos 

everywhere. 

Most of the normal Donghai citizens were hiding in the underground shelters. They felt the ground 

vibrating. Broken stones and stone chips would drop occasionally, setting off a wave of panic through 

the crowd. They felt despair. 

The underground shelter was extremely sturdy and had been strengthened by runes. Yet, the walls and 

even the ceiling were starting to crack under the impact of the sea beasts’ attacks. 

Everyone paid close attention to the situation above the ground through the video. At this moment, the 

ordinary people finally understood the significance of martial warriors. 

In the past, they only knew that martial warriors were powerful. They possessed the strength to destroy 

mountains and split the sea. Also, they were of a higher status than everyone and possessed special 

rights. 

Normal people were envious and found it unfair. 

But now, they understood. 

All the citizens were deeply shocked as they looked at the video of the situation above. 

Multiple martial warriors held their weapons and fought with the frightening sea beasts. They were 

covered in blood, but their expressions remained firm. They formed a strong defense wall, protecting 

the ordinary citizens within. 

These martial warriors had parents, spouses, and even children… They all had different identities. 

But at this instant, they only had one identity. 

They were martial warriors! 

They were the guardians of this piece of land. They were the guardians of their families and friends. 

They would guard them until their death. 



One by one, the martial warriors fell and died in the mouths of these sea beasts. 

The eyes of the people in the underground shelters turned red. 

The men clenched their fists as they stared intently at the scenes on the screen. They wished that they 

could dash out and fight with the sea beasts too, but they knew that they wouldn’t be able to stop those 

monsters with their weak bodies. It would be useless if they went. 

The ladies broke down, suppressing the sounds of their cries as they sobbed softly. 

Hold on! Hold on! 

Don’t die! 

Everyone was praying, even if the martial warriors were unrelated to them. They were doing it for 

themselves, as well as the heroes fighting a bloody battle. When facing a crisis, everyone would unite as 

one. Their wills would unite like a fortress! 

… 

There was a special group among the martial warriors. They looked young and appeared as if they 

hadn’t stepped into society before. 

However, they were fighting fiercely too. Fresh blood stained their youthful faces, giving them a ruthless 

and sharp vibe. Under these special circumstances, these young martial warriors were growing up 

quickly. 

But the price was too high! 

This growth was built on blood. 

These youngsters were martial warriors from the various universities in Donghai. The sea beasts’ riot 

was too sudden, so the martial warriors from the other cities didn’t have the time to reinforce them. 

Hence, as martial warriors, even though they were young and inexperienced, they stood up and 

shouldered their responsibility. 

Under the leadership of their instructors, they fought at the rear to prevent the sea beasts from 

breaking into the underground shelters. 

There were many familiar faces here. 

From Huanghai Military Academy, there was Han Zhu, Wan Baiqiu, Du Yu, and even Lu Shu, Baili 

Qingfeng, Hou Pingliang, Song Shuhang, and many others. 

The seniors from Donghai University were led by Xiao Yunfan. The first-year students like Lin Chuhan, Xu 

Wantong, and Tian Xiaoxiao were also present. 

Donghai Technological University… 

Wait! 

As compared to real martial warriors, they weren’t powerful. Most of them were newbies who had 

entered the university for slightly more than a year, so they were quite weak. 



But they were still martial warriors. They were strong compared to normal people. Hence, they had the 

responsibility to step forward. 

Lin Chuhan was wearing a battle uniform and holding a sword. Her face was pale. She was fighting with 

a hideous sea beast more than a meter tall with hooks all over its body. 

From her aura, she had already reached the 2-star soldier level. 

Beside her, there was a shorter lady who looked similar to her. It was Lin Chuxia. She was holding a rune 

gun in each hand and firing shots continuously. She shot the sea beasts in front of her from tricky angles. 

If there were powerful martial warriors present, they would be able to see the strands of black Force 

covering the bullets she fired. When these bullets hit the sea beasts, their reactions would slow down 

after some time. 

Lin Chuhan, Xu Wantong, and Tian Xiaoxiao cooperated to land the final blow. The small team formed 

from these four ladies managed to kill more sea beasts than their third-year and fourth-year seniors. 

“Amazing, Chuxia!” Xu Wantong sighed in relief after killing the sea beasts in front of her. She turned 

and gave Lin Chuxia a thumbs up. 

Lin Chuhan smiled at her younger sister too. She didn’t think too much when she saw Lin Chuxia 

practicing gun skills at home in the past. 

When this sea beast riot happened, Lin Chuxia was worried about her safety, so she insisted on 

following her. That was when Lin Chuhan realized that her younger sister had managed to reach such 

perfection in her gun skill. 

She knew from Lin Chuxia that Wang Teng was the one who taught her. 

She wondered where that fellow had disappeared to. There had been no news of him for half a year… 

Chapter 527: I’m Sorry, Am I Too Late! 

In the sky, a few ferocious sea beasts with meaty wings were wreaking havoc everywhere. It was hard to 

believe that the sea gave birth to these frightening presences. 

Fu Tiandao, Qin Hanxuan, Jiang Hong, and many other high-rank martial warriors shot into the sky and 

started battling with them. 

The rune cannons were aimed at the sea beasts in the sky, attempting to hit them down. However, 

these sea beasts were extremely fast. Although they were large, they were agile, so the effects of the 

cannons were limited. 

Martial warriors were scattered everywhere on the ground. They had tried their best to kill the sea 

beasts to prevent them from entering the various underground shelters. 

On the other side, Han Zhu, Wan Baiqiu, Baili Qingfeng, and many others were slaughtering the sea 

beasts under the lead of the heads of the martial arts school. 

Han Zhu panted heavily after killing a 4-star sea beast. He said to Wan Baiqiu beside him, “Are you 

alright?” 



“I can still continue.” Wan Baiqiu had a ruthless expression on her face. She swallowed a pill to regain 

her Force and rejuvenate herself. 

“Alright, let’s go!” Han Zhu laughed. “If Wang Teng were here, he would have been able to kill more sea 

beasts. It’s a pity that he isn’t here. We can only rely on ourselves.” 

“Hmph, that brat might be having so much fun in the Darkland that he doesn’t want to come back.” 

Tong Hu’s loud voice floated over from afar. 

“Tong Hu, if that brat knew you talked about him behind his back, he might argue with you. He’s 

stronger than you now!” The head of the command faculty, Su Jing, laughed. 

A loud explosion occurred. Tong Hu had killed a sea beast a few meters tall with a single punch. 

“I hope that he can come and argue with me. There’s no news of him until now.” 

The other heads near them turned silent. They knew that Wang Teng was in the Darkland and had a low 

chance of survival. Tong Hu had said this because he wished that Wang Teng could come back safely. 

… 

Moving back to the students from Donghai University. 

A 5-star sea beast suddenly set its eyes on Lin Chuhan and her friends. It shot down from the sky. 

The group’s expressions changed slightly, and they split up. 

Boom! 

A giant sea beast crashed into the spot they were standing at a moment ago, stirring a cloud of dust. 

Then, a black shadow dashed out from the smoke and pounced on Lin Chuhan with its huge mouth. 

“Be careful!” 

“Be careful!” 

“Sister, dodge!” 

A few agitated cries were heard instantly. 

Lin Chuhan’s face turned slightly pale. A sharp sword glow blossomed on her sword. Since she had no 

time to evade, she could only face the attack head-on. 

The sword glows shot out from her sword, slashing towards the sea beast in front. 

Clang, clang, clang… 

A clear metallic sound was heard thereafter. 

Her attacks weren’t able to break the scale armor of the sea beast. They could only leave white marks 

on the surface. 

Bang! 

Bang! 



Bang! 

Gunshots resounded as rune bullets rained on the sea beast’s body. 

Lin Chuxia had launched her attack! 

Although the sea beast wasn’t injured, it was infuriated. Its movement paused for a second before it 

pounced on Lin Chuhan more violently than before. 

Splurt! 

A bullet shot into the sea beast’s eye. 

The excruciating pain made it go crazy. It tossed its huge body around and swept its tail, which was 

covered with scales, everywhere aimlessly. 

Bang! 

Lin Chuhan couldn’t evade in time, so she was knocked off her feet. Blood appeared at the edge of her 

lips. 

“Bastard, die!” 

A shout appeared at this moment. 

A figure shot towards the beast from the side and swept the beast with his sword glow while it was in a 

state of madness. It cut through the scales, killing the sea beast. 

The figure landed on the ground and let out a long sigh. He turned and smiled at Lin Chuhan. “Junior, are 

you alright?” 

Lin Chuhan bit her lips and shook her head. Crawling up from the ground, she said, “Thank you, Senior 

Xiao.” 

Xiao Yunfan felt a hint of exasperation when he saw Lin Chuhan’s distant attitude. That person wasn’t 

around anymore. It was said that he had disappeared for almost half a year and might have died on the 

battlefield. Why was Lin Chuhan still disregarding him? 

Was he honestly incomparable to that guy? 

“Sister!” Lin Chuxia ran over. She scanned Lin Chuhan carefully and asked, “Are you alright?” 

Xu Wantong and Tian Xiaoxiao came over too. 

“I’m alright. I’ll be fine after eating some healing medicine.” Lin Chuhan shook her head. She took out a 

healing pill and swallowed it. 

“Junior, don’t push yourself too hard. You should find a spot to rest first,” Xiao Yunfan said in concern. 

“Thank you, Senior. I’m fine.” Lin Chuhan shook her head stubbornly, her gaze resolute. 

She was already far behind everyone. How could she step back? 



“You…” Xiao Yunfan saw the shadow of another person in her eyes. He felt jealous. He opened his 

mouth and wanted to speak. 

Boom! 

Suddenly, an explosion cut him off. 

A huge figure twice the size of the 5-star sea beast landed from the sky. From its aura, this sea beast was 

at least at the 7-star soldier level. 

“Damn it, how did this powerful sea beast break through the defense line and come to the back?!” Xiao 

Yunfan’s face turned white as he shouted in disbelief. 

The other students’ expressions changed tremendously. They stared at the huge sea beast as though 

confronted by a formidable enemy. Despair appeared in everyone’s heart. 

“Junior, let’s leave!” Xiao Yunfan was appalled. He said immediately, “We can’t deal with this sea beast.” 

“If we leave, what about the people behind us?” Lin Chuhan asked. 

“Erm…” Xiao Yunfan hesitated. 

“We’ll lure it to the front. The high-rank martial warriors will arrive very soon.” Lin Chuhan sprung up 

after she finished speaking. 

Lin Chuxia didn’t hesitate either, following her older sister. Xu Wantong and Tian Xiaoxiao hesitated for a 

few seconds before doing the same. 

The four of them attacked the sea beast, successfully angering it. As expected, the sea beast chased 

after them. 

Xiao Yunfan’s expression changed a few times when he saw this scene. In the end, he followed them 

too. 

However, the 7-star sea beast’s strength exceeded their expectations. With their capabilities, they were 

like ants provoking an elephant. 

They were stupid, but sometimes, this was how stupid humans were. 

Roar! 

The sea beast bellowed in anger. Its gigantic body moved at the speed of lightning as it shot towards the 

four people from the sky. At the same time, it started forming a blue ball of Force light in its mouth. 

Sensing the terrifying power of the Force light ball, the students felt hopeless. 

Am I going to die? Lin Chuhan wondered to herself. She felt as if she saw a person waving to her in the 

darkness. “Wang Teng…” 

“No!” Xiao Yunfan screamed in anger. Force surged through his entire body as he prepared for his final 

attack. 

“Die!” 



Right at that critical moment, a shout, along with a loud explosion, broke their despair. 

A ray of light suddenly appeared on the horizon. It flew down like a fiery red shooting star, slamming 

forcefully onto the giant body of the sea beast. 

The sea beast didn’t have the time to spurt out the Force light ball in its mouth and was forced to 

swallow it back. 

Its giant body got pushed onto the ground by the frightening force hidden in the attack. Dust flew in the 

air. 

Lin Chuhan and the martial warriors looked at the sudden change in a daze. 

In the dust, a straight figure slowly stood up on the head of the sea beast. The large weapon in his hand 

was stabbed right into the sea beast’s head. 

After the dust subsided, Lin Chuhan and the others finally saw the appearance of the person. 

“Wang Teng!” 

Lin Chuhan’s eyes turned red. She forced herself to remain firm and determined, but there was a sudden 

hint of gentleness on her face as she muttered the person’s name. 

Xiao Yunfan opened his mouth, his voice stuck in his throat. He glanced at Lin Chuhan. There was only 

one person in her eyes. There was no room for anyone else. 

Suddenly, loneliness floated into his heart. 

It was a joke. He had never entered her heart. He couldn’t find any jealousy in him anymore, not even a 

single thought of comparison. 

This fellow was able to kill a 7-star sea beast with a single attack. He had become much stronger than 

before, so strong that he felt despair. 

What did he have to compare with him? 

Xu Wantong and Tian Xiaoxiao looked at the figure in front of them in bewilderment. It felt like an 

illusion. 

When did this fellow become so powerful! 

That was a 7-star sea beast, but he killed it so easily! 

Lin Chuxia didn’t think so much. She looked at Wang Teng and exclaimed with joy, “Brother Wang 

Teng!” 

Wang Teng clicked his tongue, pulling out Mo Que from the sea beast’s head. He turned and glanced at 

Lin Chuhan at the others. “Hey, everyone is here.” 

The next instant, he met Lin Chuhan’s gaze. He said gently, “I’m sorry, am I too late?” 

Chapter 528: Your Pig… 

When she heard this sentence, Lin Chuhan felt a certain emotion in her heart. She was touched. 



When did this fellow become so good at talking! 

The edge of her lips lifted uncontrollably. In the end, she shook her head gently. 

Wang Teng looked at her mesmerizing, beautiful face. The gentleness a second ago seemed to be an 

illusion. Her expression was as stubborn as ever. 

“That’s good.” Wang Teng smiled. He carried Mo Que on his shoulder and teased her, “Anyway, your 

strength is too low. You should level up quickly. You can’t even catch up with Chuxia.” 

Lin Chuhan rolled her eyes involuntarily. 

She was going to take back her statement just now. This bastard was as insensible as always. 

Did he have to tease her like this? 

However, his words had revealed his true nature. He was still the same old irritating Wang Teng. 

But Lin Chuxia was elated. She raised her eyebrows arrogantly at Lin Chuhan and sniggered. 

“You’re a lady. Don’t learn from him,” Lin Chuhan scolded her. She knocked on her sister’s forehead 

when she saw her cheeky expression. 

“Ouch, that hurts. Sister is pretending she’s angry because she’s embarrassed.” Lin Chuxia chuckled and 

hid behind Tian Xiaoxiao, sticking her tongue at Lin Chuhan. 

After her poison physique was solved, she had become more positive. 

Tian Xiaoxiao and Xu Wantong laughed out loud. 

Looking at them conversing, Xiao Yunfan suddenly felt that he was an extra. Feeling terrible, he wanted 

to leave silently. 

Coincidentally, Wang Teng looked at him. 

“Junior Brother Wang Teng!” Xiao Yunfan felt awkward. He stopped and greeted him. 

“You are…” Wang Teng found this person a little familiar, but he couldn’t remember him. He had 

wandered in the void for too long, so his memory of the unimportant people was blurred. 

Xiao Yunfan: … 

Damn it, this bastard was humiliating him. 

But from his sincere gaze, Xiao Yunfan felt that this fellow… might have… honestly forgotten who he 

was! 

F**k, this was even more humiliating! 

I viewed you as my competitor in the past, but you don’t even remember who I am… 

Xiao Yunfan felt his throat turning bitter. Why did he have to meet this bastard? This was his calamity! 

Tian Xiaoxiao and Xu Wantong tried their best to control their laughter when they saw Xiao Yunfan’s 

black face. They felt bad for him. 



Wang Teng was too cheeky! 

Senior Brother Xiao was really unlucky to have met him. 

“Cough, Wang Teng, this is Senior Xiao Yunfan. He fought with you during the National Number One 

Martial Arts Competition,” Lin Chuhan coughed awkwardly and introduced. 

“Oh… I remember now. You’re that Senior Brother Xiao.” Wang Teng finally recalled the guy. 

“You’re indeed late. If it wasn’t for Senior Brother Xiao, Chuhan would have died in the mouth of that 

sea beast,” Xu Wantong said. 

Wang Teng’s expression changed when he heard this. He said to Xiao Yunfan, “Thank you for helping Lin 

Chuhan and her sister.” 

He was thanking Xiao Yunfan, but the guy felt uncomfortable. It made him seem like an outsider. 

He was exasperated! 

“Oh right, please forgive me for hitting you with a brick during the competition. We’re friends. If you 

need my help in the future, feel free to look for me,” Wang Teng thought of something and said 

awkwardly. 

In the past, he was young and hot-blooded. He felt that this fellow was a showoff and had evil thoughts 

towards Lin Chuhan, so he taught him a lesson during the competition. However, today, he saved Lin 

Chuhan. No matter what the reason was, he owed him a favor. 

However, when Xiao Yunfan heard his words, his face turned darker. 

If he hadn’t mentioned that brick, they could have still conversed properly. There were so many people 

during the competition, but he got knocked unconscious by a brick. It was a huge embarrassment. 

Although no one said anything after the competition, he still noticed their strange gazes when they 

looked at him. It was sharper than a knife. 

This was all thanks to Wang Teng. This fellow was infuriating! 

And he still wanted him to look for him if he needed help! He was trampling on his last ounce of dignity! 

Pfft! 

Even if he died of hunger or got killed by these sea beasts, he wouldn’t look for Wang Teng. He was still 

a man with dignity! 

Xiao Yunfan remained silent. He dashed towards the sea beast near him with a black face and started his 

massacre. He wanted to vent all the frustration and anger in his heart. 

“What’s wrong with him?” Wang Teng was confused.”I didn’t say anything outrageous, right?” 

“What do you think?” Xu Wantong and Tian Xiaoxiao said in unplanned unison. 

“You can anger someone to death with your mouth!” Lin Chuhan rolled her eyes in frustration. Xiao 

Yunfan had saved her life, so she was grateful to him. 



“No way!” Wang Teng was speechless. “What did I say?” 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Frightening explosions came from afar. 

The humans were fighting an intense battle with the sea beasts in the sky. 

Amidst the Force explosions, the corpses of sea beasts and human martial warriors slammed onto the 

ground. Then, they got buried by the sea beasts around them. 

Wang Teng raised his head, his expression turning serious. “I’m going to help the others on the frontline. 

There’s no time to talk.” 

“Be careful,” Lin Chuhan said worriedly. 

“I will.” Wang Teng nodded. He looked at Lin Chuhan and tapped his feet on the ground. Then, he 

turned into a ray of light and shot into the sky. 

As he soared up, a black shadow separated from his body. 

“Protect her!” Wang Teng’s voice landed in the shadow’s ear. 

The black shadow nodded and disappeared instantly. 

… 

When Xu Wantong saw Wang Teng flying away, she exclaimed, “Chuhan, I’m so jealous of you. Wang 

Teng was so manly when he appeared just now!” 

“That’s right. If I had a boyfriend like him, I’d marry him immediately,” Tian Xiaoxiao waved her fists and 

said earnestly. 

“Are you looking for death!” Lin Chuhan blushed slightly, glaring at her friends. “Boyfriend? Marry him? 

That fellow isn’t my boyfriend.” 

“Tsk, you’re not being truthful.” Xu Wantong pouted before continuing, “Didn’t you see how worried he 

was? He disguised it well. For a person like him, he wouldn’t have done what he did if he didn’t like you. 

You must hold onto him tightly. If not, your pig might get lured by other cabbages.” 

Lin Chuhan was caught between laughter and tears. 

This analogy was funny. But she felt warmth in her heart when she recalled Wang Teng’s gaze. Hence, 

she chose to remain silent. 

Roar! 

The howls of the sea beasts came once again. A 3-star sea beast was charging over at them. 

“This isn’t the time to think about this. It’s time to fight!” Lin Chuhan turned serious. She raised her 

battle sword and aimed it at the sea beast. 

The others took a deep breath and got serious too. They cooperated with Lin Chuhan and surrounded 

the sea beast. 



Chapter 529: Everyone, Long Time No See! 

Wang Teng flew into the sky and scanned the ground. He immediately detected where Tong Hu and the 

other heads were. 

They were surrounded by numerous 7-star sea beasts and were struggling to cope with the attacks. 

His gaze flickered as he dashed in that direction. 

“Damn it, why are there so many sea beasts? I’ve never been in such a bad state,” Tong Hu cursed after 

he collided with a sea beast and was thrown off his feet. Blood dripped down the edge of his mouth. 

During the battle, he had executed a certain physique scripture, so his body was taller and bigger than 

before. He looked like a bear. 

But in front of these gigantic sea beasts, he was still knocked back. 

Su Jing, Cui Heng, and the other heads were busy dealing with their own battles. They retreated 

continuously under the crazy attacks of the sea beasts. 

“Hold on, Old Tiger. Don’t die before us,” the head of the smithery faculty, Ou Changsong, teased. 

Although he was a blacksmith, his martial arts cultivation wasn’t low. He was at the 7-star soldier level. 

“Pfft, I won’t die so easily.” Tong Hu rolled his eyes angrily. Then, he turned grim and shouted at the sea 

beast in front of him, “If I don’t release my full power, you might think I’m a weakling!” 

A powerful aura erupted from his body in an instant. A large and fierce tiger shadow congregated above 

his head. It hunched its back as if preparing for an attack. 

Roar! 

A terrifying roar resounded on the battlefield. The air vibrated, carrying the sound with it. 

The sea beast in front took a step back unconsciously when it heard the roar. Fear appeared in its eyes. 

“Kill!” Tong Hu’s aura exploded and bore down on the sea beast like a ruthless tiger hunting its prey. 

Force cut through the air, tearing the sea beast into pieces. Fresh blood splattered everywhere. 

The tides were turned! 

The heads were invigorated. They executed their most powerful attacks and killed all the sea beasts 

surrounding them. 

Roar! 

Angry bellows came one after another. The sea beasts in the sea were infuriated when they saw the 

humans killing so many powerful sea beasts. Hence, three 8-star sea beasts jumped out from the sea 

and pounced on Tong Hu and the other heads. 

“Damn it, 8-star! Is there anyone free enough to take care of them!” Tong Hu shouted. 



These sea beasts were all extremely strong. Their armor was tough and difficult to cut open. It was 

almost impossible to skip a level and kill them. 

However, they couldn’t step back. Before the other formidable martial warriors arrived, their retreat 

would only cause the low-rank martial warriors behind them to get killed. 

Boom! 

Force gushed out from the martial warriors’ bodies. They welcomed the three 8-star sea beasts head-on. 

Force glow lit up the sky, and eruptions were heard continuously. 

The humans in the underground shelter only saw balls of lights colliding with each other. There were no 

signs of any humans. 

However, they could see the light balls representing the human martial warriors getting thrown back 

most of the time. Then, they flew towards the sea beasts again. 

Everyone felt anxious for them. They silently prayed that they would be able to resist the sea beasts. 

Boom! 

The light balls collided and got thrown back by the enormous sea beasts again. 

This time, they fell to the ground directly. 

Roar! 

The sea beasts roared in anger. Some started gathering Force light balls in their mouths while others on 

their claws. They threw the balls towards the Force light balls below. 

Despair appeared on everyone’s faces in the underground shelter. Many people couldn’t bear to see the 

result and covered their eyes. 

“Instructors!” 

“Heads!” 

Han Zhu and the other students from Huanghai Military Academy glared at the balls of lights with their 

eyes wide open, but they couldn’t do anything. They could only stare at the Force attacks shooting 

towards their teachers. 

“Oh shit!” 

Peng Yuanshan was fighting a 9-star sea beast when the commotion on this side finally attracted his 

attention. His pupils constricted, and he pushed away the sea beast with a punch. Then, he rushed 

towards Tong Hu and the other teachers. 

But it was too late. The sea beasts’ attacks were about to land on them. 

Amidst the glaring Force glows, Tong Hu, Su Jing, Ou Changsong, and the other instructors felt 

helplessness and despair. They sighed. “It looks like this is our end.” 

“Those stupid brats, I hope that… they can grow up faster.” 



They looked at the ground with hope in their eyes. 

Boom! 

An explosion resounded… 

It didn’t come from the sea beasts’ Force attacks colliding onto them. Instead, it came from a ten meters 

long flaming blade glow sweeping towards them from afar. 

The scorching energy waves burst in the sky! 

The fire burned the entire sky! 

The Force attacks by the sea beasts crumbled. They were destroyed entirely by the flaming blade glow! 

Everyone was stunned! 

Where did the blade glow come from? 

Did a general-stage martial warrior save them in time? 

Han Zhu and the others didn’t have the time to think carefully. They snapped to their senses and 

hurriedly caught the people who fell from the sky. 

“Teachers, are you alright?” Wan Baiqiu rushed over and asked worriedly. 

The school heads were a little pale, but they were stunned too. They waved their hands and looked in 

the direction of the source of the flaming blade glow. 

A ray of light was flying towards them at a fast speed. Gradually, a figure appeared in the sky above their 

heads. 

“Wang Teng!” 

Everyone was dumbstruck. Then, joy appeared on their faces. 

They rubbed their eyes in disbelief before finally confirming that the figure in the sky was indeed Wang 

Teng. 

“Hahaha, I knew that you wouldn’t die!” Han Zhu didn’t think too much. He was overjoyed as he looked 

at Wang Teng. 

“Seniors, heads, long time no see!” Wang Teng floated in the air with Mo Que in his hand. He smiled at 

the people below. 

“It’s good that you came back.” Tong Hu laughed loudly. 

Peng Yuanshan heaved a sigh of relief silently when he saw the heads getting saved. When he 

recognized Wang Teng, he was shocked and dumbfounded. 

“This young brat came back from the Darkland alive!” 

The next instant, a relieved smile appeared at the corners of his lips. He thought highly of Wang Teng 

among all his students, so it was good news that he managed to come back alive. 



Then, he stopped paying attention to that side and turned to tackle the 9-star sea beast in front of him. 

He knew that Wang Teng had killed a general-stage dark apparition during the Star Maple City battle, so 

those three 8-star sea beasts shouldn’t possess any threat to him. 

“Roar!” 

The three 8-star sea beasts roared when they saw their prey getting saved. They pounced on Wang Teng 

with their gigantic bodies. 

“Be careful!” Tong Hu and the others couldn’t help but remind him. 

Wang Teng squinted, a sharp glint shooting out from his eyes. He showed no signs of evading the attack. 

Rather, piercing Force glows burst from Mo Que. 

Seven-Star Emerging Scripture! 

Boom! 

He didn’t even use sword conscious and solely employed the power of his sky-rank battle technique to 

kill the three 8-star sea beasts on the spot. 

Fresh blood spurted out from the huge bodies. Then, they crashed into the ground. 

Tong Hu and the others stared at each other. There was dead silence. 

The powerful 8-star sea beasts that had tormented them viciously just now got killed by this fellow in a 

single strike! 

As the head of faculties, they were weaker than their student. Even more, the difference was like a 

chasm. 

There was something wrong with this script! 

Chapter 530: We Will Destroy This City! 

Tong Hu and the other heads found it unbelievable. They started questioning themselves and almost felt 

depressed. On the other hand, Han Zhu and the other students had their mouths agape. They looked as 

though they had seen a ghost. 

“This…” Han Zhu stammered. He couldn’t finish his sentence. 

“Stop stuttering. We’ve all seen it. Based on the power of that blade move, I guess he has grown much 

stronger. However, I didn’t expect him to have reached this state. He managed to kill the 8-star sea 

beasts so easily,” Wan Baiqiu said with a bitter smile. The astonishment in her eyes hadn’t dissipated. 

Han Zhu took a deep breath to regain his composure. He asked curiously, “But, he’s too powerful. Has 

he reached the general stage already?” 

He was shocked by his own guess. 

The general stage! 

He didn’t dare to think about it. 



There weren’t many general-stage martial warriors in the country. They could be counted easily. Wang 

Teng was very young, so it was impossible for him to be a general-stage martial warrior. 

“I don’t think so,” Wan Baiqiu shook her head and said. She got a fright too. 

Tong Hu and the heads looked at one another when they heard this. Han Zhu and Wan Baiqiu had not 

seen how frightening the general-stage martial warriors were, but they had. Based on Wang Teng’s 

attacks, even if he wasn’t at the general stage, he wasn’t that far off. 

He was able to kill the three 8-star sea beasts so easily, so his true ability was greater than what he had 

displayed. 

This man’s talent was terrifying! 

Far away, Song Shuhang, Baili Qingfeng, and the other students noticed the situation here as well. 

Seeing Wang Teng, they were dumbstruck. Their faces were filled with disbelief. 

“Oh my god, is that really Brother Teng?” Lu Shu exclaimed in surprise. 

“I think so!” Hou Pingliang was closest to Wang Teng, but he still hesitated. 

Who would believe that this powerful presence was a student from their batch? 

People who didn’t know them might think that they were using Wang Teng’s name to boost their ego. 

“Brother Teng is so powerful. He’s far ahead of us now.” Motivation burned in Baili Qingfeng’s eyes. He 

clenched his fists and said passionately, “We need to work harder to catch up with him. If not, we will be 

left too far behind.” 

His friends exchanged glances and nodded firmly. 

The four of them wouldn’t give up so easily! 

Not far away, Chen Yang, who was in the same class as them, looked at Wang Teng in the air and 

shuddered in fright. 

Terrifying! When did this fellow become so terrifying! 

To think that he wanted to have a duel with Wang Teng in the past. Thinking about it, he was dancing 

near the gates of hell when he did that! 

Fortunately, Wang Teng didn’t bother about him. 

… 

The Wang family gathered together in the underground shelter. 

There were more than ten screens hung on the wall, displaying the battle on the ground. 

The sharp-eyed Wang Hao saw an image on one of the screens and shouted, “Cousin Wang Teng, it’s 

Cousin Wang Teng. Grandpa, Uncle, I saw Cousin Wang Teng!” 

“What!” Everyone trembled in shock and looked at Wang Hao. 



Grandpa Wang, Wang Shengguo, and Li Xiumei asked at the same time, “Where is he?” 

“There, look, is that Cousin Wang Teng in the sky?” Wang Hao pointed at the screen. 

They all looked at the screen and saw a familiar figure floating in the air with a large-sized weapon in his 

hand. He was fighting with the sea beasts, magnificent and invincible. 

“Good, good, good!” Grandpa Wang emphasized thrice. Blood had returned to his face, bringing some 

color to it. 

“It’s our son, it’s our son.” Li Xiumei was so excited that her eyes turned red. She grabbed Wang 

Shengguo’s hand. Red marks were appearing on his skin because of her tight grasp. 

Yet Wang Shengguo didn’t feel a thing. He stared intently at the figure on the screen and nodded his 

head firmly. 

“It’s great that he’s back,” Grandpa Wang muttered to himself as he laughed happily. 

“Father, don’t get too excited.” Wang Shenghong held onto Grandpa Wang worriedly. He patted his 

back so that he could breathe properly. 

“Stop it, I’m fine.” Grandpa Wang pushed Wang Shenghong away. 

Wang Teng’s return allowed the Wang family to immerse in happiness. The tense atmosphere was gone. 

But they knew that the situation was still dangerous. Donghai was in danger of destruction, so this 

wasn’t the time for a reunion. 

Also, Wang Teng was battling outside. He was on the frontlines, so they were still worried about him. 

After some time, the Wang family realized to their astonishment that the sea beasts seemed to have 

turned weak in front of Wang Teng. Their huge bodies were cut open by Wang Teng’s large-sized 

weapon like slicing vegetables. They were killed on the spot. 

This situation seemed different from what they thought… 

“Amazing!” Wang Hao, Fang Qianwen, and many younger generations from the Wang family stared at 

Wang Teng with respect. Their eyes were sparkling and their mouths were wide open. 

This was the first time seeing Wang Teng in action. Was this the true power of their Cousin Wang Teng? 

So powerful! 

He was much stronger than the other martial warriors. 

Li Xiumei’s sister’s daughter, Tian Xinyu, was a shy and weak lady, but she was clenching her fists tightly 

at the moment. She stared at Wang Teng’s figure on the screen in excitement. 

That was her cousin! 

Wang Teng’s cousin, Wang Yalong, was also in awe. He finally realized how high Wang Teng had 

climbed. 

He was older than Wang Teng, but in front of him, he was like a child. This was the difference. 



“Wang Teng is really powerful. No wonder the military made an exception and gave him the title of a 

Major General!” Wang Teng’s cousin, Wang Yanan, exclaimed. 

The moment he mentioned it, the Wang family remembered the piece of news that came from the 

Huanghai Military Academy. They were told that the military had given Wang Teng a Major General 

rank. 

In the past, they didn’t know if Wang Teng was still alive, so they didn’t feel anything. Now that he was 

back, it meant that their Wang family had a Major General! 

This was a huge honor! 

Their ancestors would be elated because of their grandson! 

“It’s too early to be happy. I hope that our Donghai can overcome this ordeal,” Grandpa Wang said. 

Everyone stopped breathing for a moment. The atmosphere became solemn once again. 

… 

Outside, after saving Tong Hu and the heads, Wang Teng joined the battle. Everywhere he went, a large 

number of sea beasts would fall. 

Wang Teng was like an emotionless massacre machine, killing all these sea beasts that wanted to 

destroy Donghai. 

He slaughtered his way throughout the battlefield and picked up attribute bubbles along the way. 

The entire Donghai had become a slaughterhouse. Numerous attribute bubbles floated in all corners of 

the city. Some belonged to human martial warriors, but most of them came from the sea beasts. 

Wang Teng swept the entire city with his spiritual power and collected all the scattered attribute 

bubbles. 

Water Force*30 

Blank Attribute*40 

Water Force*15 

Fire Force*68 

Spirit*110 

Blank Attribute*50 

Blank Attribute*80 

… 

Most of the attribute bubbles dropped by the sea beasts were water Force and blank attributes. As the 

water Force merged into his body, Wang Teng’s water Force shot up exponentially. Then… 

Boom! 



At one moment, Wang Teng shuddered. Water Force overflowed his ninth Force nucleus and filled up 

his entire backbone in an instant. 

Boom! 

Wang Teng felt his body changing. It was undergoing a transformation that allowed his ability to soar 

straight up. 

“This aura?” At the shore, the general-stage human martial warriors who were fighting with the lord-

level sea beasts sensed something. They were dumbfounded as they looked behind them. 

“Someone is advancing to the general stage!” 

Governor Jiang’s eyes were shimmering. He was elated. “I wonder who is it? If he advances now, the 

scales will tip to our side. This will give us a higher chance of success.” 

“Lady Luck is looking out for our Donghai!” General Chen from the military said. 

At the same time, in the sea, the roars of the sea beasts resounded throughout the earth without 

stopping. A frightening impact pushed the sea waves towards the shore more furiously. 

“The lord-level sea beasts can’t sit still anymore!” The general-stage martial warriors turned grim, their 

expressions changing slightly. 

“It looks like it’s our turn to act,” Dan Taixuan said. There was a sharp glint in her eyes. 

“Humans, get out of this city and retreat three hundred kilometers back from the shore. If not, we will 

destroy this city!” 

At this moment, a deafening shout came from the sea. Waves crashed onto the shore and the ground 

vibrated. 

 


